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Marine Biological Laboratory
Woods Hole, Mass.
Facilities for research In Zoology,

Embryology,
Physiology, and BotINVESTIGATION any.
Fifty-two private laboratories

$100 each and ninety-four private
Entire Year
laboratories $200 each for not over
three months. Fifty-six tables are available for beginners
in research who desire to work under the direction of members of the staff. The fee for such a table is $50.00.
Courses of laboratory instruction
lectures are offered in InINSTRUCTION with
vertebrate Zoology, Protozoology,
June 27 to August Embryology, Physiology, and Morphology and Taxonomy of the
algae. Each course requires the
7, i928
full time of the student. Fee, $75.00.
The annual announcement will
be sent on application to The
Director, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.

SUPPLY

DEPARTMENT
Biological Supplies
the classroom, museum or colOpen the Entire For
lector.

Year

,S

OF, bV

Look for the sign of the Limulus.
As the Limulus represents the test
of time, we feel from the business
growth that our supplies have also
stood the test of years.

Send for Catalogue

I

No. I. Zoological and Embryologtcal material. Life Histories and
Habitat Groups.
No. II. Botanical material.
No. III. Microscopic Slides.
Address all correspondence regardIng material and catalogues to:
Supply Department

GEO. M. GRAY,
Curator, Woods Hole, Mass.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ORGANIZED IN 1873

ANNOUNCEMENT
may

be obtained by application to
THE REGISTRAR
80 East Concord Street

Boston

Massachusetts

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The School of Medicine is an Integral Part of the
University and is in the Closest Affiliation with
the Johns Hopkius Hospital.
ADMISSION
Candidates for admission must be graduates of approved colleges or scientific schools with two years'
instruction, including laboratory work, In chemistry,
and one year each in physics and biology, together
with evidence of a reading knowledge of French and
German.
Each class Is limited to a maximum of 75 students,
men and women being admitted on the same terms.
Applications may be sent any time during the academic year but not later than June 15th.
If vacancies occur, students from other institutions desirinig advanced standing may be admitted
to the second or third year provided they fulfill the
requirements and present exceptional qualifcations.
INSTRUCTION
The academic year begins the Tuesday nearest October 1, and closes the second Tuesday in June. The
course of instruction occupies four years and especial emphasis is laid upo.n practical work in the
laboratories, in the wards of the Hospital and in the
dispensary.
TUITION
The charge for tuition Is $400 per annum, payable
in two installments. There are no extra fees except for certain expensive supplies, and laboratory
breakage.
Inquiries should be addressed to the
Executive Secretary of the School of Medicine, Johns
Hopkins University, Washington and
Monument Sts., Baltimore, Md.
Graduates in Medicine who satisfy the requirements of the heads of the departments In which they
desire to work are accepted as students for a period
not less than three quarters. Tuition charge is $50
a quarter.

School of Medicine

Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio
NEW LABORATORIES AND
HOSPITALS
RESTRICTED CLASSES
THOROUGH INSTRUCTION
LARGE CLINICAL FACILITIES
HIGH STANDARD OF SCHOLARSHIP

Admission confined to students having academic degrees and to Seniors in Absentia.
For informatioR address:

THE REGISTRAR
CLEVELAND
2IO9 Adelbert Rd.
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NEW SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

National Research Fellowships in the Biological

Ginn and Company, Boston
AN INTRODUCTORY

TEXT-BOOK

OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER-

ING. John Robert Benton. pp. xi+ 347. $3.60.
An elementary text-book for the use of students who have
some knowledge of college physics and mathematics through
elementary calculus. It is intended to give a brief general
acquaintance with the more important principles and facts

of electrical engineering.
A COURSE IN GENEAL BIOLOGY. Henry S. Pratt. pp.
viii + 178. $1.48.

This manual is for use in laboratory courses in general
biology. It is not intended to take the place of a text-book
of biology or of lectures, but to aid both the teacher and
student in the practical work of the class.

The Oxford University Press, American Branch,
New York
FOOD AND HEALTH. A. Barbara Callow. pp. 8 + 96.

Illustrated.
$1.00.
Illustrated.
$1.00.

Written for the beginning student and the general reader,
this book shows the relationship between food and healthful living. Some chapters are: The chemical nature of foodstuffs, Patent foods, How to arrange a diet, Food as a cure
for disease.

John Murray,
London, England
England
Murray, London,
Johh

LIGHT. Vivian T. Saunders. pp. vii + 320.
For students who are following an elementary but formal
course in light. It covers the ground required for most of
the examinations which are taken during the school period,
though no particular examination syllabus has been allowed to control the structure of the book.

PROFESSOR
Your manuscript or notes can be published by the
photographic-zinc-plate process. We print on both
sides of a page, reduce to desired size and bind in

book form. Write for our booklet and prices.

SHELWOOD-HILL, Inc.,
5O Church St., N. Y. C.
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M
Clamp to any tank, operate from
light circuit, mix all kinds of liquids.
Also used for even temperature 3
baths. Thousands in use.
3
Write for circular.
ALSOP ENGINEERING CO.
47 W. 63rd St., New York
J

ly-Spee

Mixersw

Sciences
Post-doctorate fellowships in the biological sciences (Zoology, Botany, Anthropology and Psychology) will be assigned
by the Board of National Research Fellowships in the Biological Sciences for the academic year 1928-29 at a second meeting of
the Board to be held about the last of May.

Application.s for consideration at this meet-

ing should be filed by April 15th. Apmay be made
to the conto
doto'
effe-

ipontments
feringmntofath

prilor bhe
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degpree,
ferring of the doctor's degree, to be effec-

upon the receipt of the degree within
~~tive
date
at least six months of the date of
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ment.
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Forms of application and statement

of conditions will be furnished on

applica-

tion by mail or by wire to the Secretary,
Board of National Research Fellowships in
the Biological Sciences,

National Research Council
Washington, D. C.
_-
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Personal Service for INVENTORS

I maintain an unexcelled organization and thorough ly equipred laboratories, to render the followlng

I PREPARE APPLICATIONS for patents for filing

in the United States and foreign countries.
I PLACE INVENTIONS with responsible manufacturers, with whom I am acquainted, under arrangements that are made profitable to the inventor.
_
-I SPECIALIZE in Electrical, Mechanical, Chemical
_ ._and
- ,Radio Devices.
I INVITE CORRESPONDENCE with reputable Inventors, Scientists, Chemists and Physicists, regardIng their inventions and uncompleted experiments.

H. R. VANDEVENTER

lAegWce6ed Patent Attorgey

Bngxne

s Protessional
342 Madison Avenue, New York City

WANTED
X
JAGABI RHEOSTATS

meet a definite need in Educational, Research

and Industrial Laboratories.
We

By means of slidingcontacts the resistance
values can be varied
from zero to full ratIng, In exceedingly
small steps.

find greatest demand for Rheostats
with tubes 16" long, as
illustrated above.
Write for Descriptive
Catalog 1140-e.

JAMES G. BIDDLE, PHILADELPHIA
1211-13 ARCH STREET

Experienced salesman to sell scientific instruments
for leading domestic manufacturer. Good prospects
for right man. Address: "A. H. E.," care of The
Science Press, 3939 Grand Central Terminal, New

York, N. Y.

WANTED-ANATOMIST
VA
trainting in microscopic and gross anatomy. Beginning salary $2,500.
Address, D. J. L. Worcester, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
An M.D. or Ph.D. with thorough
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When you need

ultra-violet

light

Made of quartz glass fabricated from the best of Brazil Rock crystal supplied by the Lynn
works of the General Electric Company.

Xro simpler or more dependable source of ultraviolet light is available today than the rugged
quart -tube Uviarc, perfected through the skill and
research work of G. E. and Cooper Hewitt engineers.
This compact and closely-enveloped unit requires
no cooling-fins, for cooling is by direct radiation
from the electrodes. The anode is of purest tungsten. Absence of complication is a notable feature.
Uviarcs are designed especially for use in photochemistry, as catalyzers or ionizers, for hydrogenation and halogenation of organic substances, deblooming of oils, "aging" of finishing materials, fading tests of dyes, sterilization and many other
purposes.
Write us for particulars on specific applications.
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, 873 Adams
St., Hoboken, N. J.

C(OOPE1R HEEWJ[YJ\[
A General

Electric

Organization
283 O C. H. E. Co., I928

Utviarc

Laboratory Outfit
Portable. Horizontal
type. Hood and filter
are removable. Can be
furnished for operation
on any electrical supply.

